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Expert provider of consultancy services in the fields 
of innovation, technology, and entrepreneurship

Non-profit association made up of 32 national and 
regional Music Export offices from 27 countries

European network for live music association

LIVE       X
Supporting the European live 

music sector and beyond!
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LIVEMX IN BRIEF FUNDING SCHEME
Through the three open calls for proposals, LIVEMX 
foresees 4 M € OF FUNDING to support 90 music 
sector beneficiaries with grants focusing on three 
specific topics:   

CAPACITY BUILDING
LIVEMX will deploy a CAPACITY-BUILDING 
PROGRAMME with information sessions, meet ups 
with experts and networking activities for selected 
projects, benefitting the live music sector.   
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4 M euros of funding
3 grant categories - 60K | 40K | 20K

90 projects 
3 OPEN CALLS

nov ‘23 | may ’24 |nov ‘24

LIVEMX aims to nurture a more diverse and 
sustainable music sector through dedicated funding 
designed to answer the very specific needs of the 
European music ecosystem. The objective of this 
project is to help the sector develop and strengthen 
its skills, abilities, processes and resources to adapt 
and thrive in such a dynamic industry. Over the three 
years, three calls for proposals will encourage music 
professionals to take a leading role to respond to the 
immediate challenges of the sector. LiveMX is 
supported by Music Moves Europe, a programme 
dedicated to music created by the European 
Commission under Creative Europe.

Follow our social media to stay 
tuned for more information, 
updates and upcoming 
opportunities! 


